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Introduction

• Background: 
– Knowledge of intensive physician and nursing patient care 

requirements during mass casualty incidents would improve 
disaster planning in pediatric emergency departments. 

– Current planning is reliant upon anecdotal experiences and 
published disaster drill data from Emergency Departments. 

• Objective: 
– To determine the duration of direct patient care by Emergency 

Department nurses and physicians during a mass casualty incident 
(MCI) drill in a pediatric emergency department. 
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Methods

• Scenario: School Shooting 
– 8 simulated patients represented by child-sized medical training 

manikins

– All patients arrived in the ED within 4 minutes.

– The MCI drill was artificially ended after 34 minutes.

– 2 patients were in each of the following JUMPSTART triage levels1: 

• Black: victim unlikely to survive regardless of intervention

• Red: victim can be helped by immediate intervention/transport

• Yellow: victim’s transport can be delayed

• Green: victim with relatively minor injuries

1. JumpSTART Pediatric Triage Algorithm – CHEMM. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://chemm.nlm.nih.gov/startpediatric.htm
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Methods

• ED Data Collection
– On-shift ED clinical team 

members responded 

– Designated observers 
recorded:
• the clinical role of each 

team member

• the time each team 
member entered or left a 
room

– Video recording was used to 
verify observers’ records.

• We report the total duration 
nurses and physicians were 
directly involved in patient care as 
nurse-minutes and physician-
minutes. 

• Nurse-minutes and physician-
minutes per patient were 
compared 
– Patients requiring 

emergent/urgent treatment 
(yellow and red triage levels) 

– Versus patients not requiring 
urgent treatment (green and black 
triage levels)
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Results
• ED Nurse Involvement in Direct 

Patient Care
– 165 total nurse-minutes 

– Mean difference between 
red/yellow and green/black triage 
levels was 24.4 (95% CI: -1.3, 50.1). 

Triage Level
Mean Nurse-Minutes per 

Patient
Mean Physician-Minutes 

per Patient

Red 34.9 25.6

Yellow 30.8 20.2

Green 15.4 7

Black 1.5 1.9

• ED Physician Involvement in 
Direct Patient Care
– 109 total physician-minutes 

– Mean difference between 
red/yellow and green/black triage 
levels was 18.5 (95% CI: 4.2, 32.7). 
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Conclusions

• Patients with triage level red received the most intense nursing and 
physician care during this in situ MCI drill in a pediatric ED. 
– Triage level yellow patients received the next most intense nursing and 

physician care. 

• There was a clinically important difference in the duration of direct 
patient care by nurses and physicians between patients of 
red/yellow and green/black triage levels. 
– This was not a statistically significant difference in terms of nursing care.

• These results suggest the intensity of direct patient care for nurses 
and physicians is higher for patients of higher triage levels. 


